
ACLU - Ruth
Integrated Advocacy
1) Cases

“We sue people”
Impact litigation: finding an issues that affects lots of people (
Policy through litigation

2) Policy Advocacy
Local, State, Federal
Policy Briefs

3) Community engagement and education
Informing communities
Informing groups

Example: The Maximum Family Grant Rule (MFG)
If someone has a baby and is getting gov’t assistance, a second baby will not receive 

that same assistance
Basic needs assistance
Gov’t wants to dis-incentivize the trope of the “Welfare Queen” 
Exceptions in order to get 
“Not sexy or easy to explain”

Policy Brief: Invest in CA Families
Pathos!!! Framing this policy brief in a way that it’s about “families”; not 
Executive Summary: agonized over it! 
Audience: making this readable for anyone
Demystifying legislators: they are hungry

What’s the importance of “a good name” in advocating for a cause?  
What makes for a good name?

Speak to the issue AND the problem
Making every word count
Making it relatable, descriptive, feel-good, accessible  



CLCC - Leslie Heimov
Facts to start with:

30,000 children in the foster care system 

CLCC did not start
24-25 pieces of legislation
Focusing on laws that will make a difference
“What will help me client tomorrow?”
State funded (to hire lawyers, psychologists, etc.)

Steps for writing policy:
Problem (& Solution)
Spin - How do we approach people with our solutions?
Audience - Who do we approach and when?
Champion - Who has power to help us sell our policy? (Head of… Chairman of…)
Storyteller - Who has experience to help us sell our policy? (Foster youth…)

Example Issue: 
Problem: CLCC needs to hire more lawyers to lessen case load

Solution: Get more money for CLCC lawyers
Spin: Speak from the perspective of the children who need help; children are much more 
Audience: 
Champion: Budget Committee Chairman of CA Legislature

UNlikely Partners: People who wouldn’t necessarily champion your cause, but 
does anyway BECAUSE it is important! (D.A. Office of Alameda County)

Storyteller: Letter from Lauren

Document Notes:
1st: Explain the issue
2nd: The Facts (data, ideas, numbers)
3rd: LA specific fact sheet
4th: Letter to Budget Committee
5th: Letter from Client
6th: LA County Board of Supervisors “5 signature Letter”
7th: FORMATTED Budget Fact Sheet for Legislature/Governor
8th: Letter to Legislative Leader
9th: Letter to Gov. Brown from Sac. County D.A.
10th: Letter of support

Working with ACLU (secretly) to publicize issue  



CLRJ - Mayra Duran
Issues:

Access to reproductive health issues
General Health Issues: Access to things like food justice, incarceration, 
Intersectional Issues: ALL parts of a persons identity that might affect how people get 
resources

Policy Advocacy Work and Cases
CLRJ does their own research; researcher on staff

Hard to find the numbers on… Latinas, Queer people
Has a lobbyist on staff

Policy is… a rule, passed by an authority
Policy is made by people who 
Quotation from Grace Boaz: “You cannot change any society unless you take 
responsibility for it. Unless you see yourself belonging to it and being responsible for it.” 
Grass Roots Policy = Community Rooted Policy

Not “tokenizing” a person’s struggle
Transparency about potential amendments: making stakeholders aware of how 
the legislative process requires a lot of change

A Policy Brief
Def: A concise summary of a particular issue
Presents options to deal with issues
Recommendations
Is a “tool of influence”:

Informs legislators about critical issues
“They may not even be thinking about our issue, and they don’t want to 
read a nine page document”

Lay out concrete solutions to problems identified
Give visibility/ power to local organizations
Break issue silos; strengthening the connections of issues
Starts dialogue among folks

The ABC’s
Usually 2-4 pages
Strong intro and makes the case on why we should be thinking about it
Support research/background

Using outside references
Think tanks, studies, numbers!

Analysis of where your issue is in the current landscape
Critique!

Voices & Experiences from those impacted
Regional break

Recommendations

Case Study: Sexual Health Education


